Made in
Australia

BERENDS
Folding TH100
Hydraulically folding tandem disc plough











Excellent digging ability
Available in 28, 32, 36, 40, 44 and 48 plate models at 9” disc spacings.
Fitted with 24” x 5mm, 24” x 6mm, 26” x 6mm or 28” x 8mm scalloped
discs. All discs are European Bellota Boron discs which carry a lifetime
warranty against manufacturing failure.

All models are fitted with hydraulic gang adjustment which allows the gangs
to be folded parallel with the main frame to be under 2.4m overall width.
Gangs can also be opened right up
to no angle at all when only a fine
till of the topsoil is required.

Solid cast spools throughout the
gangs provide ballast weight in
the gangs, where it counts, rather
then the main frame. Each is individually machined to suit the
disc for extra strength.
Picture above: 40 plate model shown fully closed up for transport

Flanged disc bearings designed specifically for
severe tillage applications. The bearings are
encapsulated in two case hardened zinc plated
stampings. Two nitrile ‘O’ rings are fitted to
exclude contaminants and provide a grease seal
to ensure lubricant goes directly into the
bearing.



Made in
Australia

Buster tine removes centre
ridge to create a level finish.
Integrated furrow fillers are
standard.
Fitted with four Land
Cruiser wheels on a 5 ton
axle. Hydraulic wheel lift is
standard.
40mm square high tensile
gang bolts.



















Fully adjustable drawbar height with
parallel lift for better transportation.
Wheelkit locking arms reduce stress
on the hydraulics when transporting.
Australian made Ryco hoses are
used with a minimum burst pressure
of 20,400 psi.
Australian made Eaton cylinders.
Prong type scrapers are standard formed scrapers on request.
Parking jack is standard.
28 plate

32 plate

36 plate

40 plate

44 plate

48 plate

3290kg

3500kg

3680kg

3830kg

3980kg

4130kg

No. bearings

12

16

16

16

20

24

No. axles

4

8

8

8

8

12

3.43m (11’3”)

3.88m (12’9”)

4.33m (14’3”)

4.80m (15’9”)

5.26m (17’3”)

5.71m (18’9”)

Approx Weight

Cutting Width

Note: Cutting width does not include the width of the two furrow filler discs
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